State of Arizona
COMMISSION ON JUDICIAL CONDUCT
Disposition of Complaint 20-320
Judge:
Complainant:
ORDER
February 10, 2021
The Complainant alleged a superior court judge had not provided her with
effective representation or given her proper notice of a hearing.
The role of the Commission on Judicial Conduct is to impartially determine
whether a judicial officer has engaged in conduct that violates the Arizona Code of
Judicial Conduct or Article 6.1 of the Arizona Constitution. There must be clear
and convincing evidence of such a violation in order for the Commission to take
disciplinary action against a judicial officer.
The Commission does not have jurisdiction to overturn, amend, or remand a
judicial officer’s legal rulings. The Commission reviewed all relevant available
information and concluded there was not clear and convincing evidence of ethical
misconduct in this matter. The complaint is therefore dismissed pursuant to
Commission Rules 16(a) and 23(a).
Commission member Joseph C. Kreamer did not participate in the
consideration of this matter.
Copies of this order were distributed to all
appropriate persons on February 10, 2021.
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To The office of judicial conduct
And my further endorsed attornies
From

Re Judge

Case
I am writing the commission of judicial conduct in reguards to discrepancies in my legal
representation. I have not received noticed to appear in court since
was
my appointed attorney. With continued intusion into my telecommunications, search for
legal representation and home and other aspects of my life I find it strange that I received
an invitation to appear virtually in court ( I was told there were other court hearings but
have not received correspondences via mail since the last
meeting I only heard about after wards and I have never received such correspondences
by email). I found it strange I got this invitation for court as people are trying to force me
to go along with being video tapped and monitored in my private home against my will. I
also found it strange that my children and mine information has been released and I got
this correspondence by email and not by mail and that
voluntereed to
represent me for
was not appointed and did not respond to my text messages
asking that she look into matters that directly affect my ability to care for my children
including home invasions, intrusions into my telecommunications, intrusions into my
search for legal representation and harassment at my places of employment and into
medical treatment and in my home. I want to file charges. I'm not in
and I need a
lawyer in
. As harassment and discrimination is ongoing I am not dropping any
charges neither do I agree to abitrate, mediate, or litigate any matters with out an
attorney appropriately appointed. I am not willingly participating in anything that I have
filed charges against and neither my home or phone have been warranted. I refuse to
allow intrusions and need a lawyer to help me protect the rights of me and my children. I
have included all of my former lawyers in this correspondence and if I continue to have a
case in
I need a lawyer to represent me.
I have not received an appointment letter or proper documentation and included all of my
lawyers in this correspondence.
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